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Proteting Faets in Layered Manufaturing�J�org Shwerdty Mihiel Smidy Ravi JanardanzEri Johnsonz Jayanth MajhixApril 14, 1999AbstratIn Layered Manufaturing, a three-dimensional polyhedral objetis built by sliing its (virtual) CAD model, and manufaturing theslies suessively. During this proess, support strutures are used toprop up overhangs. An important issue is hoosing the build diretion,as it a�ets, among other things, the loation of support strutureson the part, whih in turn impats proess speed and part �nish. Al-gorithms are given here that (i) ompute a desription of all builddiretions for whih a presribed faet is not in ontat with supports,and (ii) ompute a desription of all build diretions for whih thetotal area of all faets that are not in ontat with supports is mini-mum. The �rst algorithm is worst-ase optimal. A simpli�ed versionof the �rst algorithm has been implemented, and test results on modelsobtained from industry are given.1 IntrodutionLayered Manufaturing (LM) is an emerging tehnology that is gaining im-portane in the manufaturing industry. (See e.g. the book by Jaobs [7℄.)�This work was funded in part by a joint researh grant by DAAD and by NSF.yDepartment of Computer Siene, University of Magdeburg, D-39106 Magdeburg,Germany. E-mail: fshwerdt,mihielg�isg.s.uni-magdeburg.de. Part of this workwas done while visiting the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.zDepartment of Computer Siene and Engineering, University of Minnesota, Min-neapolis, MN 55455, U.S.A. E-mail: fjanardan,johnsong�s.umn.edu. Researh alsosupported in part by NSF grant CCR-9712226.xMentor Graphis Corporation, 8005 S.W. Boekman Road, Wilsonville, OR 97070,U.S.A. E-mail: jayanth majhi�mentorg.om. Researh also supported in part by NSFgrant CCR-9712226. 1



This tehnology makes it possible to rapidly build three-dimensional objetsdiretly from their omputer representations on a desktop-sized mahine on-neted to a workstation. A spei� proess of LM, that is widely in use, isStereoLithography. The input to this proess is the triangulated boundaryof a polyhedral CAD model. This model is �rst slied by horizontal planesinto layers. Then, the objet is built layer by layer in the following way. TheStereoLithography apparatus onsists of a vat of photourable liquid resin, aplatform, and a laser. Initially, the platform is below the surfae of the resinat a depth equal to the layer thikness. The laser traes out the ontour ofthe �rst slie on the surfae and then hathes the interior, whih hardens toa depth equal to the layer thikness. In this way, the �rst layer is reated; itrests on the platform. Then, the platform is lowered by the layer thiknessand the just-vaated region is re-oated with resin. The subsequent layersare then built in the same way.It may happen that the urrent layer overhangs the previous one. Sinethis leads to instabilities during the proess, so-alled support strutures aregenerated to prop up the portions of the urrent layer that overhang theprevious layer. (See Figure 2 for an illustration in two dimensions.) Thesesupport strutures are omputed before the proess starts. They are alsoslied into layers, and built simultaneously with the objet. After the objethas been built, the supports are removed. Finally, the objet is postproessedin order to remove residual traes of the supports.An important issue in this proess is hoosing an orientation of the modelso that it an be built in the vertial diretion. Equivalently, we an keepthe model �xed, and hoose a diretion in whih the model is built layer bylayer. This diretion is alled the build diretion. It a�ets the number oflayers, the surfae �nish, the quantity of support strutures used, and theirloation on the objet being built.1.1 Overview of our resultsLet P be the three-dimensional polyhedron, possibly with holes, that wewant to build using LM. In this paper, we onsider the problem of omput-ing all build diretions for P for whih a presribed faet is not in ontatwith supports (i.e., proteted from supports). This is an important problembeause support removal from a faet an a�et surfae quality and aurayadversely, thereby impating the funtional properties of ritial faets, suhas, for instane, faets on gear teeth. This problem, whih we desribe below,arose from disussions with engineers at Stratasys, In.|a Minnesota-basedworld leader in LM. To our knowledge, the work presented here onstitutesthe �rst provably orret, omplete, and eÆient solution to this important2



problem; urrent pratie in industry is based on trial and error.Throughout, we assume that the faets of P are triangles. (This is thestandard STL format used in industry.) The number of faets of P is denotedby n. We solve the following problems:Problem 1 Given a faet F of P, ompute a desription of all build dire-tions for whih F is not in ontat with supports.Problem 2 Compute a desription of all build diretions for whih the totalarea of all faets of P that are not in ontat with supports is maximum.In Setion 2.2, we give a formal de�nition of the notion of a faet beingin ontat with supports.In Setion 3, we give an algorithm that solves Problem 1 in O(n2) time.This result also implies an O(k2n2)-time algorithm to protet any set of k � 1faets of P from being in ontat with supports. We also show that for k = 1,the algorithm is worst-ase optimal. That is, we onstrut a polyhedron Pthat has a faet F , suh that the set of build diretions for whih F is not inontat with supports onsists of 
(n2) onneted omponents.We have implemented a simpli�ed version of this algorithm. Test resultson models obtained from industry are given in Setion 3.5.In Setion 4, we show that by generalizing the algorithm of Setion 3,Problem 2 an be solved in O(n4) time.The algorithms solving Problems 1 and 2 use fundamental onepts fromomputational geometry, suh as onvex hulls, arrangements of line segments,and the overlay of planar graphs. These onepts, however, are applied topoints and segments on the unit sphere.Our algorithm of Setion 4 an be used to ompute a build diretionwhih approximates the minimum ontat-area between the supports andthe model. We desribe this in Setion 5.1.2 Prior related workThe problem of omputing a \good" build diretion has been onsideredin the literature. Asberg et al.[2℄ give eÆient algorithms that deide if amodel an be made by StereoLithography without using support strutures.Allen and Dutta [1℄ onsider the problem of minimizing the total area of allparts of the model that are in ontat with support strutures. They give aheuristi for this problem, but without any analysis of the running time orthe quality of the approximation. Bablani and Baghi [3℄ present heuristisfor improving the auray and �nish of the part.3



In our previous work [8, 9, 10, 14℄, we have used tehniques from ompu-tational geometry to ompute build diretions that optimize various designriteria. In [9℄, algorithms are given that minimize, for onvex polyhedra,the volume of support strutures used, and, independently, the total area ofthose parts of the model that are in ontat with support strutures. Bothalgorithms have a running time that is bounded by O(n2), where n is thenumber of faets. For general polyhedra, it is shown that a build diretionthat minimizes the so-alled stair-step error an be omputed in O(n logn)time. In [10℄, algorithms are given that minimize a ombination of thesemeasures. (For all measures that involve support strutures, the algorithmsonly work for onvex polyhedra.) In [8℄, algorithms are given that mini-mize support strutures for two-dimensional simple polygons. It is not learif these algorithms an be implemented suh that they run in polynomialtime, beause some ompliated funtions have to be minimized. (See alsoSetion 5.) Finally, in [14℄, the implementation of an algorithm that mini-mizes the number of layers, is disussed. This algorithm works for generalpolyhedra.We are not aware of any eÆient algorithm that minimizes support stru-tures for general three-dimensional polyhedra.While writing the �nal version of the urrent paper, we beame aware ofrelated work by Nurmi and Sak [12℄. (Private ommuniation from J.-R.Sak.) They onsider the following problem: Given a onvex polyhedron Aand a set of onvex polyhedral obstales, ompute all diretions of transla-tions that move A arbitrarily far away suh that no ollision ours betweenA and any of the obstales. If we take for A a faet F of a polyhedronP, and for the obstales the other faets of P, then we basially get Prob-lem 1. Our algorithm for solving Problem 1 is similar to that of Nurmiand Sak. However, our algorithm is tailored to our partiular appliation,and takes advantage of the fat that the objets of interest are the faets ofa polyhedron. Moreover, we give rigorous proofs that handle all boundaryases|something that is ruial when deploying our algorithm in an atualLM appliation, sine suh boundary ases are very ommon in real-worldSTL �les.2 Geometri preliminaries2.1 PolyhedraThroughout this paper, P denotes a polyhedron in R3 , possibly with holes,whose faets are triangles. The number of faets of P is denoted by n.4
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��� AAAAA(6)Figure 1: Illustrating the possible ases for two non-disjoint faets.We onsider eah faet of P as being losed, i.e., the verties and edgeson its boundary belong to the faet. Similarly, an edge of P is losed in thesense that its two endpoints belong to the edge. We assume that the interiorsof any two faets of P are disjoint. We allow that a vertex of one faet is inthe interior of an edge e of another faet. In the latter ase, the supportingplanes of these two faets interset in a line that ontains e. This lattersituation an our in pratie sine the quality of the triangulation in anSTL �le is often poor. Moreover, in the heuristi we propose in Setion 5, wesubdivide faets of P into smaller triangles. This may lead to a polyhedronin whih a vertex of one faet is in the interior of an edge of another faet.Therefore, we design our algorithms so that they an handle all these ases.Hene, for any two distint faets F and G, exatly one of the followingsix ases applies; see also Figure 1 (the �gure for ase 1 is omitted).1. F and G are disjoint.2. The intersetion of F and G is a single point, whih is a vertex of bothfaets.3. The intersetion of F and G is a single point, whih is a vertex of onefaet, and is in the interior of an edge of the other faet.4. The intersetion of F and G is a line segment of positive length, whihis an edge of both faets.5. The intersetion of F and G is a line segment of positive length, whihis an edge of one faet, and a portion of an edge of the other faet.6. The intersetion of F and G is a line segment of positive length, whihis a portion of an edge of both faets.5



2.2 De�nition of \being in ontat with supports"The unit sphere, i.e., the boundary of the three-dimensional ball entered atthe origin and having radius one, is denoted by S2. We onsider diretionsas points|or unit vetors|on S2. For any point x 2 R3 , and any diretiond 2 S2, we denote by rxd, the ray emanating from x having diretion d.We now formally de�ne the notion of a point or faet being in ontatwith supports for a given build diretion. It turns out to be onvenient todistinguish three ases. Let F be a faet of P, and d 2 S2 a diretion. Let �be the angle between d and the outer normal of F . Note that 0 � � � �. If� < �=2, then we say that F is a front faet w.r.t. d. Similarly, if � > �=2,then we say that F is a bak faet w.r.t. d. Finally, if � = �=2, then we saythat F is a parallel faet w.r.t. d, or that d is parallel to F . Note that in thelast ase, the plane through the origin that is parallel to the plane throughF ontains the vetor d. We denote by GCF the great irle onsisting of alldiretions that are parallel to faet F .De�nition 1 Let F be a faet of P, x a point on F , and d a diretion onS2. Point x is in ontat with supports for build diretion d, if one of thefollowing three onditions holds.1. F is a bak faet w.r.t. d.2. F is a front faet w.r.t. d, and the ray rxd intersets the boundary ofP in a point that is not on faet F .3. F is a parallel faet w.r.t. d, and there is a faet G suh that(a) the ray rxd intersets G, and(b) at least one of the verties of G is stritly on the same side of theplane through F as the outer normal of F .De�nition 2 Let F be a faet of P, and d a diretion on S2. We say thatF is in ontat with supports for build diretion d, if there is a point in theinterior of F that is in ontat with supports for build diretion d.Note that for any diretion d 2 S2, a bak faet is always (ompletely)in ontat with supports, whereas a parallel or front faet may be in ontatwith supports (possibly partially).In Figure 2, we illustrate the two-dimensional variants of De�nitions 1and 2 for a planar simple polygon. Let d be the vertial build diretion.Note that no interior point of the vertial edges (5; 6) and (8; 9) is in ontatwith supports. On the other hand, all points of the vertial edge (10; 11)6
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Figure 2: Illustrating the two-dimensional variant of De�nitions 1 and 2 for aplanar simple polygon with 19 verties. The shaded regions are the supportsfor the vertial build diretion d.are in ontat with supports. For build diretion d, the following edges arein ontat with supports: (1; 2), (2; 3), (3; 4), (4; 5), (6; 7), (7; 8), (10; 11),(11; 12), (12; 13), (13; 14), (17; 18), and (18; 19).De�nition 3 Let d be a diretion on S2. The ontat area for build diretiond is de�ned as the total area oupied by all points on the boundary of Pthat are in ontat with supports for build diretion d.The following lemma follows immediately from De�nitions 1 and 2.Lemma 1 Let F be a faet of P, and d a diretion on S2. If F is in ontatwith supports for build diretion d, then there is a disk D in the interiorof F having positive radius, suh that every point x 2 D is in ontat withsupports for build diretion d.Lemma 1 implies that if a faet F is in ontat with supports for a givenbuild diretion, then it ontributes a positive amount to the ontat area.2.3 Spherial onvex hullsIn this paper, we will need two notions of onvexity. A subset V of a Eu-lidean spae is onvex, if for all points p and q in V , the line segment pq is7



ompletely ontained in V . The onvex hull of a �nite set of points is de�nedas the smallest onvex set that ontains these points. We will denote theonvex hull of the points p1; p2; : : : ; pk by CH (p1; p2; : : : ; pk).We generalize this notion to onvexity on S2. (See also Chen and Woo [4℄.)Let d and d0 be two distint and non-antipodal points on S2, and letH be the(unique) plane in R3 that ontains d, d0, and the origin. The intersetion ofthis plane with S2 is a great irle. Along this great irle, there are two waysto walk from d to d0. These two paths are alled great ars. The spherialsegment joining d and d0 is the shorter of these two great ars. If the pointsd and d0 are antipodal, then all paths from d to d0 along any great irlethrough these two points have the same length. In this ase, we de�ne thespherial segment joining d and d0 as the entire unit sphere. Finally, thespherial segment joining a point d with itself is just point d.Let V be a subset of S2. We say that V is spherially onvex, if for allpoints d and d0 in V , the spherial segment joining d and d0 is ompletelyontained in V .The spherial onvex hull of a �nite set D of points on S2 is de�ned as thesmallest spherially onvex set that ontains all points of D. Note that if Dontains two antipodal points, the spherial onvex hull ofD is the entire unitsphere. We say that the set D is hemispherial, if there is a three-dimensionalplane H through the origin, suh that all elements of D are stritly on oneside of H. If D is hemispherial, then the spherial onvex hull of D is notthe entire unit sphere. In this ase, eah edge of the spherial onvex hull isa great ar.We say that a point d 2 S2 is ontained in the (spherial) onvex hull Cof a set of points, if it is in the interior or on the boundary of C.If p = (px; py; pz) is a point in R3 , then we denote its Eulidean length byjpj, i.e., jpj =qp2x + p2y + p2z:The following lemma shows a relation between our two notions of onvexity.Lemma 2 Let S be a �nite set of points in R3 , and p a non-zero point inR3 that is ontained in the onvex hull of S. LetD := fd 2 S2 : 9q 2 S; q 6= 0 and d = q=jqjg;and p0 := p=jpj. Then p0 is ontained in the spherial onvex hull of D.Proof. Assume that p0 is not ontained in the spherial onvex hull of D.Then there is a great irle on S2 that separates D from p0. Let H be theplane that ontains this great irle. Then D and p0 are (stritly) on di�erent8



sides ofH. It follows that all points of S are on one side ofH, and p is stritlyon the other side of H. Therefore, p is not ontained in the onvex hull of S.This is a ontradition.3 Proteting one faet from supportsThroughout this setion, F denotes a �xed faet of P. We onsider theproblem of omputing a desription of all build diretions d, suh that faetF is not in ontat with supports, when P is built in diretion d. Note thatsuh a diretion d may not exist.The idea is as follows. For eah faet G, G 6= F , we de�ne a set CFG � S2of diretions, suh that for eah d 2 CFG, faet F is in ontat with supportsfor build diretion d \beause of" faet G. That is, there is a point x in theinterior of F , suh that the ray rxd emanating from x and having diretion dintersets faet G. Hene, for eah diretion in the omplement of the unionof all sets CFG, G 6= F , faet F is not in ontat with supports. It willturn out, however, that we have to be areful with diretions that are on theboundary of a set CFG.For any faet G of P, and any point x 2 R3 , we de�neRxG := fd 2 S2 : (rxd \G) n fxg 6= ;g:Hene, if d 2 RxG, then the ray from x in diretion d intersets faet G in apoint that is not equal to x. For any faet G of P, we de�neCFG := [x2F RxG:Note that CFG is losed, in the sense that its boundary belongs to the setitself.Remark 1 At �rst sight, it seems more natural, to de�ne these sets asfollows: R0xG := fd 2 S2 : rxd \G 6= ;g;and C 0FG := [x2F R0xG:If the faets F and G have a point, say x, in ommon, then for every d 2 S2,we have rxd \G 6= ;, i.e., C 0FG = S2. Clearly, this is not what we want.9



3.1 Some properties of the sets CFGIn this setion, we state some relatively easy properties of the sets CFG.Lemma 3 If F and G are disjoint faets, or their intersetion is a singlepoint whih is a vertex of both faets, then the set CFG is hemispherial.Proof. First assume that F and G are disjoint. LetH be any plane suh thatF and G are stritly on di�erent sides of H. (This plane exists beause Fand G are onvex.) Let H 0 be the plane through the origin that is parallel toH. Then the set CFG is stritly on one side of H 0, i.e., CFG is hemispherial.Next assume that F and G have exatly one point in ommon, whihis a vertex of both faets. Denote this ommon point by u. Let H be anyplane that (i) ontains u, but no other points of F , and no other points of G,and (ii) separates F and G. Let H 0 be the plane through the origin that isparallel to H. It follows from the de�nition of the sets RxG, that no diretionof CFG is ontained in H 0. Then it follows easily that CFG is stritly on oneside of H 0. Hene, also in this ase, CFG is hemispherial.Remark 2 In Lemma 3, we used the fat that F and G are triangular faets.If e.g. F is a faet with a hole, and G is inside this hole, then the set CFG isnot hemispherial.Lemma 4 If F and G are two distint, but oplanar faets of P, then CFGis ontained in a great irle on S2. In partiular, the interior of CFG isempty.Proof. Let H be the plane through the origin that is parallel to the planethrough faet F . If x is any point on F , and d is any diretion, then the rayrxd intersets G only if it is ontained in H. Therefore, CFG is ontained inthe great irle that is obtained by interseting H with S2.Lemma 5 Let G be a faet that is not oplanar with F . Assume that� F and G have more than one point in ommon, or� F and G interset in a single point, whih is a vertex of one faet andin the interior of an edge of the other faet.Also, assume that for eah vertex of G, one of the following is true: It isin the plane through F or on the same side of the plane through F as theouter normal of F . Consider the great irles GCF and GCG onsisting ofall diretions that are parallel to F and G, respetively. Then CFG is the setof all diretions that are 10



1. on or on the same side of GCF as the outer normal of faet F , and2. on or on the same side of GCG as the inner normal of faet G.Proof. The proof follows from the de�nition of the set CFG.3.2 How to ompute the sets CFGLet G be a faet of P. Assume that either F and G are disjoint, or intersetin a single point whih is a vertex of both faets. (We allow F and G to beoplanar.) In this setion, we will show how the set CFG an be omputed.First, we introdue some notation. Let s = (sx; sy; sz) and t = (tx; ty; tz)be two distint points in R3 , and let ` be the Eulidean length of the pointt� s := (tx � sx; ty � sy; tz � sz):That is, ` is the Eulidean distane between t � s and the origin. We willdenote by dst the point on S2 having the same diretion as the direted linesegment from s to t. That is, dst is the point on S2 having oordinatesdst = �tx � sx` ; ty � sy` ; tz � sz` � :The next lemma yields an algorithm for omputing the set CFG.Lemma 6 Let G be a faet of P. Assume that F and G are disjoint, orinterset in a single point whih is a vertex of both faets. LetDFG := fdst 2 S2 : s is a vertex of F , t is a vertex of G, s 6= tg:Then CFG is the spherial onvex hull of the at most nine diretions in DFG.Proof. First note that DFG � CFG. We denote the spherial onvex hull ofthe elements of DFG by SCHFG.We will prove that (i) CFG � SCHFG, and (ii) CFG is spherially onvex.Sine SCHFG is the smallest spherially onvex set that ontains the elementsof DFG, the fat that DFG � CFG, together with (i) and (ii), imply thatCFG = SCHFG.To prove (i), let d 2 CFG. We will show that d 2 SCHFG. Sine d 2 CFG,there is a point x on F suh that d 2 RxG. Let y be any point suh thaty 6= x and y 2 rxd \G.Let a, b, and  denote the three verties of F , and u, v, and w thethree verties of G. Reall that CH (a; b; ) denotes the (standard) onvex11



hull of the points a, b, and . Sine x 2 CH (a; b; ), we have y � x 2CH (y � a; y � b; y � ). Similarly, sine y 2 CH (u; v; w), we havey � a 2 CH (u� a; v � a; w � a) =: CH1;y � b 2 CH (u� b; v � b; w � b) =: CH2;and y �  2 CH (u� ; v � ; w � ) =: CH3:Therefore, CH (y � a; y � b; y � ) � CH (CH1;CH2;CH3):Hene, if we denote the (standard) onvex hull of the point set1ft� s : s is a vertex of F , t is a vertex of Ggby CHFG, then we have shown thaty � x 2 CH (CH1;CH2;CH3) = CHFG:Sine y�x 6= 0, and the ray from the origin through point y�x has diretiond, Lemma 2 implies that d 2 SCHFG. This ompletes the proof of (i).It remains to prove that CFG is spherially onvex. Let d1 and d2 be twodistint diretions in CFG, and let d be any diretion on the shortest greatar that onnets d1 and d2. (By Lemma 3, this ar is uniquely de�ned.)We have to show that d 2 CFG.Let H be the plane through d1, d2, and the origin. Then d is alsoontained in H. Let d0 2 R3 be the intersetion between the line throughd1 and d2, and the line through the origin and d. (Refer to Figure 3. ByLemma 3, d0 is not the origin.) Let 0 � � � 1 be suh thatd0 = �d1 + (1� �)d2:Sine d1 2 CFG, there is a point x1 on F suh that the ray from x1 indiretion d1 intersets G in a point that is not equal to x1. Let y1 be anysuh intersetion point. Similarly, there is a point x2 on F , and a point y2 onG, suh that y2 6= x2 and the ray from x2 in diretion d2 intersets G in y2.Let �, �1, and �2 be the positive real numbers suh that d = �d0, y1�x1 =�1d1, and y2 � x2 = �2d2.2 Thend = �(�d1 + (1� �)d2)= ���1 (y1 � x1) + �(1� �)�2 (y2 � x2)= ����1 y1 + �(1� �)�2 y2�� ����1 x1 + �(1� �)�2 x2� :1if F and G share a vertex, then this point set ontains the origin.2�1 and �2 exist, beause y1 6= x1 and y2 6= x2.12
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Figure 3: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 6.Let � be the real number suh that�����1 + �(1� �)�2 � = 1:De�ne x := ����1 x1 + ��(1� �)�2 x2;and y := ����1 y1 + ��(1� �)�2 y2:Then � > 0, and �d = y � x. Our hoie of � implies that x is a onvexombination of x1 and x2, and y is a onvex ombination of y1 and y2. Itfollows that x and y are points on the faets F and G, respetively. Moreover,y 6= x. Hene, the ray from x in diretion d intersets G in a point that isnot equal to x, i.e., d 2 RxG. This shows that d 2 CFG.3.3 More properties of the sets CFGIn this setion, we show the relation between the sets CFG and the questionwhether faet F is in ontat with supports.We say that a faet G is below faet F , if eah vertex of G is in the planethrough F or on the same side of this plane as the inner normal of F . Hene,a faet G is not below F , if and only if at least one vertex of G is stritly onthe same side of the plane through F as the outer normal of F .13



Lemma 7 Let d be a diretion on S2 suh that F is a front faet w.r.t. d.Assume that F is in ontat with supports for build diretion d. Then thereis a faet G, suh that1. G is not below F , and2. d is in the interior of CFG.Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that d is the vertially upwards diretion. Hene, Fis not vertial.By Lemma 1, there is a diskD0 in the interior of F , having positive radius,suh that eah point of D0 is in ontat with supports for build diretion d.That is, the vertial ray that emanates from any point of D0 intersets theboundary of P in a point that is not on F . Thus, there is a disk D of positiveradius in the interior of D0, and a faet G, G 6= F , suh that for eah x 2 D,the ray rxd intersets G. Put di�erently, let VC := frxd : x 2 Dg, i.e., VCis the vertial \ylinder" whih is unbounded in diretion d and is boundedfrom below by D. Sine F is not vertial, the ylinder VC is not ontainedin a plane. If we move the disk D vertially upwards, then it stays in theylinder VC , and eah point of the moving disk passes through G. Clearly,faet G is not below F .Let  and � be the enter and radius of D, respetively. Sine D is notontained in a vertial plane, and � > 0, there is a spherial disk SD on S2,entered at d and having positive radius, suh that for eah d0 2 SD, theray rd0 intersets G in a point that is not equal to . This implies that SDis ompletely ontained in CFG. Sine d is in the interior of SD , it followsthat d is in the interior of CFG.We denote by UF the union of the sets CFG, where G ranges over all faetsthat are not below F .The following two lemmas state when a front faet F is not in ontatwith supports.Lemma 8 Let d be a diretion on S2 suh that F is a front faet w.r.t. d.If d is not in the interior of UF , then F is not in ontat with supports forbuild diretion d.Proof. The laim follows immediately from Lemma 7.Lemma 9 Let d be a diretion on S2 suh that F is a front faet w.r.t. d.Assume that1. d is in the interior of UF , and 14



2. d is not in the interior of CFG, for every faet G that is not below F .Then F is not in ontat with supports for build diretion d.Proof. Again, this laim follows immediately from Lemma 7.Note that for any diretion d that satis�es the onditions of Lemma 9,there are at least two faets G that are not below F and for whih d is onthe boundary of CFG.Lemma 10 Let G be a faet of P that is not below F . Let d be a diretionthat is not parallel to F and that is in the interior of CFG. Then F is inontat with supports for build diretion d.Proof. If F is a bak faet w.r.t. d, then, by de�nition, F is in ontat withsupports for build diretion d. So we may assume that F is a front faetw.r.t. d.We may assume w.l.o.g. that d is the vertially upwards diretion. Hene,F is not vertial. Let T := frxd : x 2 Fg, i.e., T is the vertial triangularprism whih is unbounded in diretion d and is bounded from below by F .We laim that faet G and the interior of T have a non-empty intersetion.Assume this laim is true. Then, let y be any point of G that is in the interiorof T . Hene, y is not on F and not on any of the three unbounded trapezoidsthat form the vertial boundary of T . Let x be the projetion of y on faetF in diretion �d. Then, x is in the interior of F , and the ray rxd intersetsthe boundary of P in a point that is not on F . Hene, faet F is in ontatwith supports for build diretion d.It remains to prove the laim. Assume that the intersetion of G and theinterior of T is empty. Sine d 2 CFG, there is a point x on F , suh that(rxd \G) n fxg 6= ;. This point x must be on the boundary of F . Let y beany point of (rxd \ G) n fxg. Sine F is not vertial, point y is not on F .There is a vertial plane H suh that (i) x 2 H, (ii) F is ompletely on andto the \left" of H, (iii) y 2 H, and (iv) G is ompletely on and to the \right"of H. Faet G may be ompletely ontained in H, but at least one vertex ofF is to the left of H. But this implies that d is on the boundary of CFG, aontradition.In Lemmas 8, 9, and 10, we onsidered all diretions that are not parallelto faet F . The next lemmas treat the remaining ases.Lemma 11 Let d be a diretion on the great irle GCF that is not ontainedin any of the sets CFG, where G ranges over all faets that are not below F .Then faet F is not in ontat with supports for build diretion d.15
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Figure 4: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 11.Proof. We may assume w.l.o.g. that (i) GCF is ontained in the plane z = 0,(ii) d is the diretion (1; 0; 0), and (iii) the outer normal of F is the vetor(0; 0; 1).Assume that F is in ontat with supports for build diretion d. Thenby De�nitions 1 and 2, there is a point x in the interior of F , and a faet G,suh that at least one vertex of G is stritly above the plane z = 0, and theray rxd intersets G. (Refer to Figure 4.)Sine d is not ontained in the set CFG, there is a spherial disk SD onS2, entered at d and having positive radius, suh that no diretion of SD isontained in CFG.The fats that (i) at least one vertex of G is stritly above the planez = 0, and (ii) the ray rxd intersets G, imply that there is an � > 0 anda real number Æ, suh that the unit-vetor d0 orresponding to the diretion(1; Æ; �) is ontained in SD , and the ray rxd0 intersets G. (In words, we anrotate the diretion d by a small amount suh that it stays in the spherialdisk SD , is stritly above the plane z = 0, and the ray from x in the resultingdiretion still intersets faet G.)Sine x is in the interior of F , the ray rxd0 intersets G in a point thatis not equal to x. Hene, the diretion d0 is ontained in CFG. This is aontradition.Lemma 12 Let G be a faet that is not below F . Let d be a diretion on thegreat irle GCF , suh that1. either d is in the interior of the set CFG,2. or d is in the interior of an edge of CFG, and this edge is ontained inGCF .Then faet F is in ontat with supports for build diretion d.16
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Figure 5: Illustrating the proof of Lemma 12.Proof. We may assume w.l.o.g. that (i) GCF is ontained in the plane z = 0,(ii) d is the diretion (1; 0; 0), and (iii) the outer normal of F is the vetor(0; 0; 1).The onditions of the lemma imply that there is a spherial disk SD onS2, entered at d and having positive radius, suh that eah diretion that isontained in SD and that has a positive z-oordinate is ontained in CFG.Assume that F is not in ontat with supports for build diretion d.Then, by De�nitions 1 and 2,for all a in the interior of F : rad \G = ;: (1)Sine d 2 CFG, there is a point x on F , suh that the ray rxd intersetsG in a point that is not equal to x. It follows from (1), that eah suh pointx is on the boundary of F . Moreover, (1) implies that for eah suh point x,the line through rxd does not interset the interior of F . We hoose suh apoint x whih is a vertex of F , and suh that the ray rxd only has point x inommon with faet F . (If the line through rxd ontains an edge of F , thenwe take for x the \last" point on F in diretion d.) Let y be any point of(rxd \G) n fxg. Hene, y 2 G, and y 62 F . (Refer to Figure 5.)Consider the set W := frad : a 2 Fg. This set is bounded by one ortwo edges of F and two lines that are in the plane z = 0 and parallel tod. Moreover, either x and y are both on the upper bounding line, or bothon the lower bounding line. Assume w.l.o.g. that x and y are on the lowerbounding line.It follows from (1) and the fats that y 2 G and y 62 F , that F and G aredisjoint. Moreover, there are � > 0 and Æ > 0, suh that (i) the unit-vetor d0orresponding to the diretion (1; �; Æ) is ontained in the spherial disk SD ,and (ii) for all points a 2 F , the ray rad0 does not interset G. In partiular,for eah point a 2 F , we have (rad0 \G) n fag = ;. (In words, we an rotatethe diretion d by a small amount suh that it stays in the spherial disk17



SD , is stritly above the planes z = 0 and y = 0, and for all points a 2 F ,the ray from a in the resulting diretion does not interset faet G.)This proves that the diretion d0 is not ontained in the set CFG. This is aontradition, beause the part of SD having a stritly positive z-oordinateis ontained in CFG.Let A be the arrangement on S2 de�ned by the great irle GCF andthe boundaries of the sets CFG, where G ranges over all faets that are notbelow F .Lemmas 11 and 12 do not onsider diretions on GCF that are vertiesof A. For these diretions, we will use the following lemma to deide if F isin ontat with supports.Let d be a diretion that is parallel to faet F , and letW := frxd : x 2 Fg.The boundary of this set W onsists of one or two edges of F (the points ofF that are extreme in diretion �d), and two unbounded rays. A point is inthe interior of W if it is ontained in W , but is not on the boundary of W .Lemma 13 Let d be a diretion on the great irle GCF , W := frxd : x 2Fg, and I the set of all faets G suh that1. G is not below F , and2. the intersetion of G and the interior of W is non-empty.Then F is in ontat with supports for build diretion d if and only if I 6= ;.Proof. The proof follows from De�nitions 1 and 2.3.4 The faet protetion algorithmThe algorithm that omputes a desription of all build diretions for whihfaet F is not in ontat with supports is based on the previous results.Reall that the basi approah onsists of omputing the omplement of theunion of the sets CFG, where G ranges over all faets of P that are not belowF . It follows from Lemmas 9, 11, 12, and 13 that we have to be areful withdiretions that are on the boundary of a set CFG or on the great irle GCF .Step 1: Following Lemma 5, we do the following. For eah faet G of Pthat is not below F , and suh that1. either F and G have more than one point in ommon, or2. F and G interset in a single point, whih is a vertex of one faet andin the interior of an edge of the other faet,18



do the following: Compute the boundary of the set CFG as the set of alldiretions that are on or on the same side of GCF as the outer normal offaet F , and on or on the same side of GCG as the inner normal of faet G.Step 2: Following Lemma 6, we do the following. For eah faet G of Pthat is not below F , and suh that1. either F and G are disjoint, or2. F and G interset in a single point whih is a vertex of both faets,do the following. Compute the boundary of the set CFG as the spherialonvex hull of the (at most nine) diretions dst 6= 0, where s and t areverties of F and G, respetively. (For a spherial onvex hull algorithm, seee.g. Chen and Woo [4℄.) Note that by Lemma 3, this spherial onvex hull isnot the entire unit sphere.Step 3: Compute the arrangement A on S2 that is de�ned by the great irleGCF and the bounding edges of all sets CFG that were omputed in Steps 1and 2. Let B be the arrangement on S2 onsisting of all verties, edges, andfaes of A that are on GCF or on the same side of GCF as the outer normal ofF . Give eah edge e of B an orientation, implying the notions of being to the\left" and \right" of e. For edges that are not ontained in the great irleGCF , these orientations are hosen arbitrarily. For eah edge e of B that isontained in GCF , we hoose the orientation suh that the outer normal ofF is to the \left" of e.For eah edge e of B, ompute the following three values:1. le, whih is one if the interior of the fae of B to the left of e is ontainedin some set CFG that was omputed in Step 1 or 2, and zero otherwise.2. re, whih is one if the interior of the fae of B to the right of e isontained in some set CFG that was omputed in Step 1 or 2, and zerootherwise. If e is ontained in GCF , then the value of re is not de�ned.3. ie, whih is one if the interior of e is in the interior of some set CFGthat was omputed in Step 1 or 2, and zero otherwise.Moreover, for eah vertex v of B that is not on GCF , ompute the value iv,whih is one if v is in the interior of some set CFG that was omputed inStep 1 or 2, and zero otherwise.We will show in Setion 3.4.1 how Step 3 an be implemented.Step 4: Selet all edges e of B that are not ontained in GCF , and for whihle = 1 and re = 0, or le = 0 and re = 1. Also, selet all edges e of B that areontained in GCF , and for whih le = 0 and ie = 0.19



By Lemmas 8 and 11, these edges de�ne polygonal regions on S2 thatrepresent build diretions for whih faet F is not in ontat with supports.Step 5: Selet all edges e of B that are not ontained in GCF , and for whihle = re = 1 and ie = 0. Similarly, selet all verties v of B that are not onGCF , for whih iv = 0, and having the property that le = re = 1 for all edgese of B that have v as one of their verties.By Lemma 9, these verties and the interiors of these edges representbuild diretions for whih faet F is not in ontat with supports.Step 6: Let D be the set of all verties of B that are on GCF . For eahdiretion d 2 D, deide if faet F is in ontat with supports for builddiretion d. This an be done by using an algorithm that is immediatelyimplied by Lemma 13.This algorithm reports a olletion of spherial polygons, great ars (theedges omputed in Step 5), and single diretions (the verties omputed inSteps 5 and 6). It follows from the previous results that this olletion rep-resents all build diretions for whih faet F is not in ontat with supports.The implementation of the algorithm is straightforward, exept for Step 3,whih we now onsider in more detail.3.4.1 Implementing Step 3After Steps 1 and 2, we have a olletion of at most n � 1 spherial poly-gons, eah having O(1) edges. Note that eah edge of suh a polygon is agreat ar. For eah suh edge e, let Ke be the great irle that ontains e.Using an inremental algorithm, we ompute the arrangement A0 on S2 ofthe O(n) great irles Ke, and the great irle GCF . (In de Berg et al.[5℄,an inremental algorithm is given that omputes the arrangement of lines inthe plane. Via entral projetion [4℄, this algorithm an be \translated" suhthat it omputes A0.)By removing from A0 all verties and edges that are stritly on the sameside of GCF as the inner normal of faet F , we obtain an arrangement whihwe denote by B0. We give eah edge of B0 a diretion. We will show how thevalues le, re, ie, and iv for all edges e and verties v of B0 an be omputed.Sine the arrangement B is obtained from B0 by removing all verties andedges that are not ontained in edges of our original polygons CFG, this solvesour problem.We introdue the following notation. For eah vertex v of B0, let Iv be theset of all faets G that are not below F and for whih v is in the interior ofCFG. For eah edge e of B0, let Le be the set of all faets G that are not belowF and for whih the interior of the fae of B0 to the left of e is ontained in20



CFG. Similarly, let Re be the set of all faets G that are not below F andfor whih the interior of the fae of B0 to the right of e is ontained in CFG.Clearly,1. iv = 1 if and only if Iv 6= ;,2. le = 1 if and only if Le 6= ;,3. re = 1 if and only if e is not ontained in GCF and Re 6= ;, and4. ie = 1 if and only if Le \Re 6= ;.The idea is to traverse eah great irle that de�nes the arrangement B0,and maintain the sizes of the sets Iv, Le, Re, and Le \ Re. We number thefaets of P arbitrarily from 1 to n.Let K be any of the great irles that de�ne B0, and let v be a vertexof B0 whih is on K. By onsidering all faets G that are not below F , weompute the set Iv, and store it as a bit-vetor I of length n. Note that sineCFG has at most nine verties, deiding if v is in the interior of CFG an bedone by brute fore, in O(1) time. By traversing this array I, we omputethe number of ones it ontains, and dedue from this number the value iv.Let e be an edge of B0 whih is ontained in K and has v as a vertex.By onsidering all edges of B0 that have v as endpoint, we know whih setsCFG are entered or left, when our traversal along K leaves v and enters theinterior of e. We make two opies of the bit-vetor I, and all them L andR. Then, by ipping the appropriate bits in the three arrays L, R, and I,we obtain the bit-vetors for the sets Le, Re, and Le \ Re, respetively, andthe number of ones they ontain. This gives us the values le, re, and ie.We now ontinue our traversal of the great irle K. Eah time we reahor leave a vertex of B0, we ip the appropriate bits in the arrays L, R, andI, and dedue the l, r, and i values.Theorem 1 Let P be a polyhedron with n triangular faets, possibly withholes, and let F be a faet of P. In O(n2) time, we an ompute a desriptionof all build diretions for whih F is not in ontat with supports.Proof. The orretness of the algorithm given above follows from the resultspresented in Setions 3.2 and 3.3. So it remains to analyze the running time.Clearly, Step 1 takes O(n) time. We know from Lemma 6, that for eahfaet G that is onsidered in Step 2, CFG is the spherial onvex hull of atmost nine points. Therefore, the boundary of CFG an be omputed in O(1)time. It follows that Step 2 takes O(n) time.21



The zone theorem [5℄ implies that the arrangement A0 an be omputedin O(n2) time. (Note that the zone theorem is stated for arrangements oflines in the plane. Via entral projetion, it is easy to see that it also holdsfor great irles.)Given A0, we obtain the arrangement B0 in O(n2) time. Note that B0 isde�ned by O(n) great irles. Let K be any of these great irles, and let vbe a vertex of B0 whih is on K. It takes O(n) time to ompute the set Iv,and the bit-vetors I, L, and R. It follows from the zone theorem that bytraversing K, we perform O(n) insertions and deletions in these arrays. Eahinsertion and deletion is performed by ipping one bit and, hene, an bedone in O(1) time. Hene, the total time for this great irle K is boundedby O(n). We onlude that we an implement Step 3 in O(n2) time.Steps 4 and 5 an easily be done in O(n2) time. Consider Step 6. By thezone theorem, the set D ontains O(n) diretions. Then, Lemma 13 impliesthat we an implement Step 6 in O(n2) total time.Remark 3 The algorithm an be extended to the ase when k faets, F1; F2,: : : ; Fk have to be proteted from supports. For eah Fi, we run Steps 1and 2 of the algorithm in Setion 3.4. This gives us a set of spheriallyonvex regions of total size O(kn). We then ompute the arrangement ofthese regions and the k great irles GCFi, whih has size O(k2n2), and thentraverse it in essentially the way desribed in the algorithm. The runningtime is bounded by O(k2n2).Remark 4 We laim that the set of all build diretions for whih faetF is not in ontat with supports an have 
(n2) onneted omponents.Consider the polygonal line in Figure 6. Let it be ontained in the planez = 0. Starting at the endpoint in the enter, follow the line, and move eahvertex a little bit higher (in the z-diretion) than the previous one. Then,by \thikening" the line segments by a small amount, we get a snake-likepolyhedron. If n denotes the number of faets, then a linear number of themspan the left-to-right range, and a linear number span the bottom-to-toprange. Let F be the small triangular faet that is obtained by thikening theendpoint in the enter. For this faet, our laim holds.3.5 Experimental resultsWe have implemented a simpli�ed version of the algorithm of Theorem 1. Inthis implementation, the boundary of the union UF is omputed inremen-tally, i.e., the sets CFG, where G ranges over all faets that are not below22



F
Figure 6: The set of all build diretions for whih faet F is not in ontatwith supports an have a quadrati number of onneted omponents.F , are added one after another in a brute fore manner. For simpliity, weignored diretions in the interior of UF for whih the ondition of Lemma 9holds. Also, diretions on the great irle GCF were ignored in our imple-mentation. The program outputs a olletion of spherial polygons on S2suh that for eah diretion in suh a polygon, faet F is not in ontatwith supports. Hene, the program �nds, in general, a subset of all dire-tions for whih faet F is not in ontat with supports. The details of theimplementation will be given in [13℄.The program is written in C++ using LEDA [11℄. We have tested ourimplementation on real-world polyhedral models obtained from Stratasys,In., on a SUN Ultra (300 MHz, 512 MByte RAM). Although the runningtime of our implementation is �(n3) in the worst ase, the atual runningtime is reasonable in pratie.Table 1 gives preliminary test results for four polyhedral models. (Moreextensive test results will be given in [13℄.) For eah model, we ran theprogram for di�erent faets F , and averaged over the number of runs. Thesemodels are: (i) rd yelo.stl, a long rod, with grooves ut along its length.The two ends of the rod are deagons. (ii) over-5.stl, see Figure 7. (iii)tod21.stl, see Figure 8. (iv) mj.stl, see Figure 9. (These models aredisplayed using the QuikSlie software front-end of Stratasys, In.)
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Figure 7: over-5.stl

Figure 8: tod21.stl24



model n #F #CFG jUF j min max averagerd yelo.stl 396 341 85 3.6 0.03 7583.05 288.89over-5.stl 906 75 115 3.5 0.06 17835.30 709.60tod21.stl 1,128 45 365 1.7 0.08 36981.50 4072.38mj.stl 2,832 18 237 3.0 45.01 3702.19 560.61Table 1: Preliminary performane numbers for our implementation. n de-notes the number of faets of the model; #F denotes the number of faetsF for whih we ran the program independently and averaged our boundsover; #CFG denotes the average number of faets G that are not below F ;jUF j denotes the average number of verties on the boundary of the unionUF (note that this union may have no verties at all); min, max, and averagedenote the minimum, maximum, and average time in seonds.4 Maximizing the area of all faets that arenot in ontat with supportsIn this setion, we onsider the problem of omputing a desription of allbuild diretions for whih the total area of all faets that are not in ontatwith supports is maximum. We will see that this problem an be solved usingthe results from Setion 3.For eah faet F of P, we ompute the sets CFG for all faets G thatare not below F . Reall that the boundary of CFG onsists of at most nineedges, whih are great ars.Let C be the arrangement on S2 de�ned by1. the great irles GCF , and2. the great irles that ontain an edge of some set CFG.Note that C is de�ned by O(n2) great irles and, hene, onsists of O(n4)verties, edges, and faes.Lemma 14 Let f (resp. e) be any fae (resp. edge) of C, and let d and d0be any two diretions in the interior of f (resp. in the interior of e). LetT (resp. T 0) be the total area of all faets of P that are not in ontat withsupports, if P is built in diretion d (resp. d0). Then T = T 0.Proof. The results of Setion 3 and the de�nition of the arrangement Cimply that a faet F of P is in ontat with supports for build diretion d,if and only if it is in ontat with supports for build diretion d0.25



Figure 9: mj.stlBy traversing eah of the O(n2) great irles that de�ne C, we omputefor eah vertex (resp. edge and fae) of C, the total area of all faets of P thatare not in ontat with supports, when P is built in a diretion that is equalto this vertex (resp. that is ontained in this edge or fae). This an be doneby a straightforward generalization of the algorithm given in Setion 3.4.1.Then by traversing C, we selet all verties, edges, and faes for whih theorresponding area is maximum.Theorem 2 Let P be a polyhedron with n triangular faets, possibly withholes. In O(n4) time, we an ompute a desription of all build diretionsfor whih the total area of all faets that are not in ontat with supports ismaximum.Proof. The proof follows from the disussion above.5 Further work and onluding remarksConsider the problem of omputing a build diretion for whih the ontatarea is minimum. By generalizing the tehniques in [8℄, we an redue thisproblem to O(n6) optimization problems of the following type:26



� minimize a funtion whih is the sum of O(n2) frations pi=qi, where{ pi is a polynomial of degree four in the variables d1; d2 and d3,where d21 + d22 + d23 = 1,{ qi is a polynomial of degree six in the variables d1; d2 and d3, whered21 + d22 + d23 = 1,� subjet to O(n3) linear onstraints for d1; d2 and d3.Clearly, this is not a pratial approah. Also, it is not lear if suh anoptimization problem an be solved in polynomial time. We are not awareof any eÆient algorithm that minimizes the ontat area for non-onvexpolyhedra. Therefore, it is natural to look for heuristis that approximatethe minimum ontat area for general polyhedra.In Setion 4, we showed how to ompute all build diretions for whihthe total area of all faets that are not in ontat with supports is maximum.Clearly, this is equivalent to omputing all build diretions, for whih thetotal area of all faets that are in ontat with supports is minimum. In gen-eral, suh a diretion does not minimize the ontat area, beause some faetsmay be only partially in ontat with supports. Our algorithm an, however,be used in a heuristi for approximating the smallest possible ontat area.For a given build diretion, there are three types of faets: (i) faets thatare not in ontat with supports, (ii) faets that are ompletely in ontatwith supports, and (iii) faets that are partially in ontat with supports.The ontat area is determined by the faets of types (ii) and (iii). Untilnow, we did not distinguish between these two types.The idea of our heuristi is as follows. Imagine that we divide eah faetof P into triangles having an in�nitesimally small perimeter. This gives anew polyhedron, whih we denote by P 0. Consider any faet F of P 0. SineF is basially a point, it follows that if F is in ontat with supports for somebuild diretion, then every point on F is in ontat with supports. Also, forthis diretion, P and P 0 have the same ontat area. Hene, if d is a builddiretion that minimizes the total area of all faets of P 0 that are in ontatwith supports (or, equivalently, maximizes the total area of all faets of P 0that are not in ontat with supports), then this same diretion minimizesthe ontat area of our original polyhedron P .The heuristi onsists of dividing eah faet of P into triangles. Somepossible strategies are (i) to divide eah faet into the same number of trian-gles, or (ii) to divide \large" faets into a \large" number of triangles, and\small" faets into a \small" number of triangles.We onlude this paper with some open problems. We have shown thatfor a �xed faet F of the polyhedron P, a desription of all build dire-27



tions for whih F is not in ontat with supports an be omputed in O(n2)time. We have also seen that this problem has an 
(n2) lower bound, be-ause the output an have quadrati size. A natural question is to ask forthe time omplexity of omputing one build diretion for whih F is not inontat with supports, or deide that suh a diretion does not exist. Thisproblem appears to be losely related to the following one: Given n + 1 tri-angles T0; T1; T2; : : : ; Tn in the plane, deide if T0 is ontained in the union ofT1; : : : ; Tn. It is known that this problem is 3SUM-hard, see Gajentaan andOvermars [6℄. Therefore, we onjeture that omputing a single diretion forwhih faet F is not in ontat with supports is 3SUM-hard as well.We have shown that the algorithm of Setion 3.4 is worst-ase optimal.What about the algorithm of Setion 4? That is, is there a polyhedron, suhthat the set of all diretions for whih the total area of all faets that are notin ontat with supports is minimum, has 
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